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1ABSTRACT
Hydride Generation- Atomic Absorption method for As, Sb,
and In analysis had been investigated. Using a small glass vial
(vol.= 8.6 ml) as the hydride generator and an electrically
heated quartz tube( previously rinsed with 38% HF) as the
atomiser, greatly improved sensitivity was observed. The hydrides
were generated by reacting the analytes with 1% NaBH4 solution in
0.25 M HCI acid medium and then flushed to the atomisation tube
by N2 gas at a flow rate of 0.19 I/min. The indium hydride was
more efficiently generated at a higher temperature, about 60°C.
A masking agent, consisting of 5% thiourea and 10% ascorbic
acid proved to be effective for suppressing many types of
interfering ions.
For As, the absolute sensitivity and detection limit are
0.053 ng and 0.22 ng respectively, the linear range is 0-10 ppb
at a sample volume of 1 ml. The relative error is 2.6% at the o
ppb level. For Sb, the absolute sensitivity and detection limit
are 0.10 ng and 0.28 ng respectively, the linear range is 0-20
ppb at a sample volume of 1 ml and the relative error is 2.20 at
the 15 ppb level. For In, the corresponding values are 1.1 jig and
3 ug with a linear range of 0-350 ppm at a sample volume of 0.5




Historically, absorption of electromagnetic radiation by
'l atoms had been documented for a long time. For many years, this
ij phenomenon remained as a mere point of academic interest. It was
not until 1955 when Alan Walsh published the first paper
demonstrating the use of atomic absorption as an analytical tool
did its widespread utility become realised.
The atomic absorption line width is very narrow, about 10
- 10 nm. This poses two experimental difficulties for measuring
atomic absorption with a continuous radiation source such as a
deteurium lamp. Firstly, such lines can only be isolated by
spectrophotometers with extremely high spectral resolution.
Secondly, the total amount of energy contributed by a continuous
source over such a narrow spectral region would be very small and
difficult to measure with conventional detectors. Walsh
sucessfully demonstrated the use of hollow cathode lamp to
circumvent this problem.
Atomic absorption invariably involves the absorption of a
quantum of radiative energy by an atom in the ground state
followed by a transition of the atom to an excited state. The
intensity of a particular transi-tion will depend on the number of
ground state atoms and the probability of transition between the
groung state and the exeited state invclved. The distribusion of
a population of free atoms among the various electronic energy
levels obeys the Boltzmann Distribution Equation:- i.e.
where: Number of atoms in the excited state.
Number of atoms in the ground state.
Energy difference betveen the ground state and
the excited state.






b= path -length of the atomiser
c= the sample concentration
The path length of the atomiser is usually kept constant and
thus the observed absorbance will be directly proportional to the
sample concentration.
At the present moment, atomic absorption spectrophotometry'
is mostly applied to the analysis of metals and metalloids.
Analysis of non-metals is complicated by the fact that atoms of
these species absorb at the vacuum U.V. region( shorter than 190
nm) where air also exhibits absorption. To observe atomic
absorption of non-metal would require air-eliminated equipments
for which commercial model is not commonly available.
The general construction of an atomic absorption
spectrophotometer is shown in Fig. 1:
Fig. 1: A sketch of an atomic absorption spectrophotometer.
A: Hollow Cathode Lamp B: Atomiser
C: Monochromator D: Photodetector
Light emitted from a suitable source such as an hollow
cathode lamp is made to pass through an atom reservoir where
absorption takes place. The intensity of the transmitted beam is
then measured. The commonest atom reservoir is a flame atomiser.
The usual temperatures attainable by a flame range from 1000-3000
°C. The sample solution is aspirated into the flame through a
nebuliser. Substantial atomisation can take place in the hot
environment of the flame. The nebuliser helps to remove droplets
of! solution which are too large to be vaporised. Although the
flame atomiser is convenient to use, its sensitivity is hampered
by two limitations. Firstly, the sampling efficiency of the
nebuliser is low. Only about 10% of the aspirated solution can
actually reach the flame. Secondly, the residence time within the
flame is brief, about 10~4s. This limits the maximum
concentration of atoms that can be built up in the flame.
Thus, there is a need for a better design of atomiser. Three
novel approaches have now proved to be highly sensitive, they are
the furnace atomisers, the cold vapour technique for the
determination of mercury, and the hydride-generation method for
the determination of arsenic, bismuth, antimony, tin, germanium,
lead, tellurium, and selenium. The following paragraphs will
outline the development of the hydride-generation method in more
details.
1.2. The Hydride-Generation method( HG-AAS)
Eight elements can be induced to form gaseous hydrides in
sufficient amount for analytical use. They are arsenic ;As),
bismuth (Bi), antimony (Sb), tin (Sn), germanium (Ge), lead (Pb),
6tellurium (Te), and selenium (Se). The stability of the hydrides
are such that they can be decomposed under favorable conditions
to yield the free atoms of the corresponding elements. Thus these
hydrides are amenable to measurement by atomic absorption.
Any hydride generation accessory, with subsequent determina-
tion by atomic absorption, will consist of four basic components
: 1) A hydride generating vessel where a reducing agent is added
to the analyte to convert it to its covalent hydride. 2) A pre-
collection device( if necessary) to trap the generated hydride.
3) A carrier gas stream to transfer the hydride to the atomiser.
4) An atomiser situating in the optical path of an atomic absor-
ption spectrophotometer. This is the place where the hydrides
will decompose to the corresponding atoms with subsequent atomic
absorption. The atomic absorption signal is proportional to the
number of free atoms per unit volume in the optical path.
1.3 Historical background
Hydride generation- atomic absorption spectrophotometry
began with the analysis of arsenic. The major difficulty with
this element was that its analytical wavelength was short( 193.7
nm) and lied in a spectral region where an air-acetylene flame,
the flame commonly used for atomisation, showed about 60%
background absorption (2). Kahn(2) had replaced the above flame
with an hydrogen diffusion flame and reduced the background
absorption to about 15%. However, the low temperature of this
7flame( about 1000°C) would mean that chemical interferences such
as incomplete salt dissociation, refractory compound formation,
could become serious.
The generation of arsine with subsequent reaction with
diethyldithiocarbamate to form a red complex was a common spec-
trophotometric method used for analysis of arsenic in food(3).
Holak(4) was the first to adapt this method for atomic
absorption. He generated arsine by the conventional Marsh
reaction and introduced it to an air-acetylene flame. By so
removing arsenic from the sample matrix, chemical interference in
the flame by any matrix element was minimised. Madsen(5) replaced
the air-acetylene flame with an argon-hydrogen flame and
substantially lowered the background absorption.
Analysts were quick to see that the hydride generation
method, wherever applicable, will offer two major advantages over
the nebulisation method:
1) The sampling efficiency of this method was high because
almost all the hydride could be swept into the atomiser.
2) The. rapid evolution of all the analyte as volatile
hydride into a carrier gas helped to pre-concentrate the analyte
and remove it from other potentially interfering matrix elements.
Both factors could help to accrue higher sensitivity- and
8after Holak's work the technique had been extended to all the
eight hydride forming elements. Many modications and innovations
had been made as regard to the composition of the reducing agent
and the design of the atomiser.. As such efforts resulted in
considerable improvement in the efficiency and sensitivity of the
technique, they would be outlined in more details.
1.4 Composition of the hydrogenating agent
A desirable reducing agent should fulfil two requirements:
1) It should be applicable to all the eight hydride forming
elements.
2) It should be able to furnish a complete and rapid
reduction of the analyte. Rapidity in reduction not only
shortened the analysis time, but would also increase the maximum
.concentration of atoms that could be built up within the
atomiser. When the reduction was slow, the generated hydride had
to be pre-collected in a trap, e.g. a liquid nitrogen trap (4), or
a balloon(6), and then swept rapidly into the atomiser by a
carrier gas.
The' Marsh 'reaction-, using a mixture of zinc metal and
dilute hydrochloric acid or sulphuric acid, was probably the
first reduction method (4,7). The time for complete reduction
was about ten minutes and thus pre-collection of the hydrides was
necessary. This reductant was applicable to arsenic, antimony,
9and selenium.
A mixture of dilute hydrochloric acid, 40% (w/v) potassium
iodide, 40% (w/v) tin(II) chloride solution and granular zinc had
also been used successfully for arsenic and selenium(8,9) Due to
a faster reaction rate, pre-collection was not required.
Pollock and West(6) used a medium of magnesium-hydrochloric
acid-titanium(III) chloride and found the mixture was applicable
to the determination of As, Bi, and Te. They used a balloon for
hydride pre-collection.
All the above systems suffered from either one or both of
two advantages:- 1) The reduction rate was slow, necessitating
the use of pre-collection devices. 2) They were only applicable
to some but not all of the hydride forming elements.
The use of sodium borohydride, ( NaBH4 ), by Schmidt and
Royer(10) was a milestone in the developement of the technique.
This reducing agent was found to be applicable to As, Bi, Sb, Sn,
Ge, Se, Te(11), and later Pb(12). Pre-collcetion was initially
emploved(11). However, the work of Thompson and Thomerson(12)
successfully demonstrated that direct introduction of the hydride
into the atomiser was possible. This was attributable to the
rapid rate of reduction by this reductant. Since then, sodium
borohydride had become the standard reducing agent for hydride
generation. The sodium borohydride can either be introduced in
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pellet form(11)13) or as an aqueous solution. A 2% (w/v)) NaBH4
solution containg one pellet of KOH per 100 ml of solution, after
filtering through a 0.45 um membrane filter, remained stable for
(14)three weeks
1.5 The atomisation device
The atomisation devices belonged to either one of two broad
.categories: The flame atomiser or the flameless atomiser.
a) The flame atomiser:
Holak(4) was the first to use a flame atomiser for HG-AAS.
He introduced the arsine into an air-acetylene flame which had a
temperature of about 2300°C. This flame produced 60% background
absorption in the case of arsenic analysis and was now seldom
used.
Madsen (5) and later Dalton and Malanoski(8) replaced the
air-acetylene flame with an argon-hydrogen flame. The bulk of
this flame had a temperature of about 200--500°C and background
absorption of about 15%. Thus a better signal-to-noise ratio
could be achieved. However, the lower temperature meant that it
was prone to chemical Intertererre in the f lame Fortunately, the
removal of the analytes as their volatile hydrides from the
sample solution would mean that such type of interference was
minimised. This type of flame remained to be one of the most
popular detection systems.
Dedina had reported a novel design of atomiser
consisting of an internal flame burning within a quartz T-tube. A
sketch of this atomiser was shown in Fig. 2.




The whole accessory was composed of an intake part and a
quartz T-tube connected by a standard joint. HaBH. was used for
hydride generation and a stream of hydrogen gas was used to sweep
the hydride into the atomiser through the left inlet. The
hydrogen also acted as a fuel for the flame. A supply of oxygen
was maintained via the capillary tube in the right. Enclosing the
flame within a quartz tube would mean that the atoms had a longer
residence time in the optical path and thus an improved
sensitivity was obtained.
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b) The f lameless atomiser
This type of device was usually made frorn a heated quartz T-
tube. The bar of the T-tube would be aligned with the optical
path of an atomic absorption spectrophotometer. it was connected
with a hydride generator via its side-arm through which the
hydride could be swept in by an inert carrier gas such as
nitrogen or argon. the tube atomiser gave a better sensitivity
than the conventional argon-hydrogen flame atomiser on two
counts: 1) The signal-to-noise ratio was more favorable because
there was no background absorption as in the case of a flame
atomiser. 2) A tube atomiser representd a more confined
environment than a flame. The atoms therefore could have a longer
residence time in the optical path. There were two common methods
of heating the tube, viz: flame heating and electrical heating..
About 10 years ago Thompson(12) had reported on the use of
a flame-heated quartz tube for HG--AAS. The tube was mounted above
an air-acetylene flame in order to effect the atomisation of the
hydride. His device was shown in Fig. 3.







An air flow rate of 5 1min was made to flow through the
annulus (B) and effected the cooling of the side-arm (A). An
auxiliary nitrogen stream was injected into the two transverse
tubes CC and prevented the liberated hydrogen from igniting at
the ends of the tube. Hon et aj_ replaced Thompson's design
with a simpler T-tube and obtained an improvement in sensitivity.
The electrically heated quartz tube employed by Chu et a_l_
was probably the first tube atomiser to be used in the HG-
AAS technique. It consisted of a simple T-tube heated by
electrical wires wound on its external wall. The major advantage
'of electrical heating was that the final temperature could be
adjusted by controlling the supplied voltage. Thus it was
possible to maintain an optimal atomisation temperature for each
element.
Electrothermal graphite tube furnace had also been usedt
but this seemed to be less common.
1j.6 Atomisation mechanism with a heated quartz tube
Earlier workers seemed to have assumed that atomisation
within the heated quartz tube was brought about by thermal
decomposition. Thus little had been discussed about the
atomisation mechanism in most publications. However,
inconsistencies had occasionally appeared in the literature, some
examples were:
a) while 800°C was reported to be the optimal atomisation-
(AC OQ
temperature for arsenic in a quartz tube 5', a temperature
of about 1700°€ was necessary for effective atomisation of the
(24)
same element in a graphite tube furnace'.
b) addition of air or oxygen to the carrier gas increased
the sensitivity.
c) The condition of the quartz surface had a pronounced
effect on the signal obtained.
Welz and Melcher1; investigated the atomisation mecnanism
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An a heated quartz tube by studying the behaviour of pure arsine
gas obtained from cylinders and the behaviour of various volatile
hydrides generated from an aqueous solution by reaction with
NaBH4. They emerged with the following findings:
1) Addition of oxygen could enhance the sensitivity at
quartz tube temperature below 9000 0
2) Hydrogen was an essential component to bring about the
atomisation of arsine. For a normal hydride generation procedure,
the hydrogen was produced by the side reaction of NaBH4 with the
acidic medium.
3) When hydrogen was absent inside the quartz tube at
900°C, arsine was decomposed but not atomised to any significant
extent. They proposed that the arsine had been decomposed to
liberate the arsenic as dimeric or tetrameric species.
4) The conditions of the quartz surface had a significant
effect on the sensitivity. They found that a new, untreated
quartz tube might give a low response. In order to obtain the
optimal sensitivity, the tube had to be rinsed with 40% HF.
Furhermore, -plac-ing a quartz tube in a sand blasting chamber in
such a way that it could collect the dust but without being sand-
blasted resulted in almost total signal suppression. Different
metals placed in the. quartz tube might also cause signal
suppression.
Welz's findings ruled out thermal decomposition as a major
contribution to the atomisation process. He went one step further
to propose that atomisation of the volatile hydride inside a
heated quartz tube was brought about by collisions with hydrogen
free radicals as follows:
MHx+ H— MH)(_1+ H2
MH+ H- M+ Hp
This explained why hydrogen was essential for atomisation tc
occur.
At lower temperaturesthe hydrogen radicals was formed by
reaction with oxygen:
H+ 02~ OH+ 0
0+ H2_ OH+ H
OH+ H2- H20+ H
Thus t.he .addition of air or oxygen could enhance the
sensitivity.
At higher temperatures( around 900 C), the catalytic
effect of the quartz surface became important for H production.
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Unsaturated oxygen atoms at the surface bind the hydrogen
molecules and H atom was torn away. Such active participation of
the quartz surface explained why its condition could
significantly affect the sensitivity.
Although there needed more rigorous experimental evidence to
substantiate the proposed mechanism, Welz's work definitely threw
some light on many of the repcrted observations in the
literature.
1.7) Intreferences
The separation of the analytes as their volatile hydrides
from their matrix constituents, coupled with the fact that there
were only a few elements which could be volatilised by this
method, resulted in relatively few interferences in the vapour
phase except for those from the other hydride forming elements as
well the inevitable background absorption when an argon-hydrogen
flame was used.
Unfortunately, this technique was subject to other types of
interferences. Smith (29) was the first to carry out an extensive
investigation on this aspect. He studied the interfering effect
from 48 metallic elements at a fixed concentration ( 1 mg in 13
ml ) on the signal of various hydride forming elements ( except
tin and lead ). Four important trends were apparent from his
work:
1) All observed interference were suppressive effects.
2) The alkali, alkaline earth metals as well as elements
from group(III) and group(IIIA) would not interfere.
3) Many transition metals like copper, silver, gold,
platinum, palladium, rhodium, ruthenium, nickel, and cobalt
alwavs interfered.
4) All the volatile hydrides formed from the hydride
forming elements studied interfered with each others.
Pierce and Brownmade a similiar study later which also
included a study on some anionic species as well. They found that
certain oxdising anions, e.g. CrO, MnO, VOj, and MoO,
etc., might also impart a suppressive effect on the signal from
arsenic and selenium.
Smitlv 1 attributed the transition metal interference to
their preferential reduction by NaBH. Such reduction resulted in
the metallic cation being transformed to a lower oxdation state
or to the free metal, both of which might cause precipitation.
Such precipitate might co-precipitate the analyte, or absorb
_the .volatile hydride .formed, cataiyiicaily .decompose it, slow
down or completely stop its evolution from solution. He noted
that many of the interfering metals formed precipitate at the
interfering concentration when NaBH was added to the solution.
Such preferential reduction might also deplete the NaBH and make
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them less available to the analytes.
Smith accounted for the mutual interference of the hydride
forming elements by compound formation in the atomiser. This was
aggravated by the cool environment of the atomiser (about
1000°C). Preferential reduction of the interferents, similiar to
the case of transition metals, was also a possible cause.
Pierce(30) highlighted that all the interfering anions
observed in his work were of oxdising nature. He thus believed
that the cause for this type of interference was the depletion of
NaBH4 by these species prior to the analytes.
All the above reasonings were just postulated ideas and
required more rigorous experimental evidences to consolidate.
However as noted by Robbins and Caruso(31), most of the
publications only considered whether or not and to what extent a
substance interfered. Furhtermore, different extent of
interference from the same substance had been reported by
different workers, probably due to different conditions employed.
Thus every independent set of HG-AAS procedure needed a separate
assessment on what substance would interfere and to what extent
it would interfere.
1.8) Application of masking agents to minimise interference
In spite of this lack of information on the interfering
mechanism, many works had already been published which reported
on the addition of a masking agent to minimise the interference
from many transition metal ions. These masking agents were
usually complexing agents. They functioned probably through
preferentially binding the interferents and thus preventing them
from participating in the reactions which brought about the
intprfprpnrp
Thus Peacock and Singlv had used thiourea to overcome the
interference from cobalt, nickel and coper in the analysis of
arsenic. Whereas, Kirkb'right and Taddia employed
thiosemicarbazide and 1,10-phenanthroline to minimise the
interference from Cu, Ni, Pt, and Pd in the determination of
arsenic. Many other masking systems had also been used, they
included potassium iodide35 EDTA tartaric acid7
citric acid, etc.
1.9) Other factors affecting the sensitivity
Apart from the presence of interference, the sensitivity was
found to be dependent on several other factors. They will now be
discussed in more details:-
a) Oxidation states of the analyte
Many papers had reported that the signal from some of the
elements was dependent on the their oxidation state.
Thompson noted that using a 1% (wv) NaBH solution, the
arsenic(V) signal was only about 37% of that of arsenic(III). The
signal from selenium(VI) and tellurium(VI) solutions were
negligible compared with equivalent amout of selenium(IV) and
tellurium(IV).
Fernandez and Chu both reported the necessity of pre¬
reduction of As(V) to As(III) by a mixture of SnClKI before
satisfactory signal were obtained. found that it was
necessary to pre-reduce As(V) to As(III) and Sb(V) to Sb(III)
with a mixture of Klsodium ascorbate before carrying out the
hydride generation.
M Thp cnprial nf 1 oarl
The sensitivity of lead analysis by HG-AAS was especially
low when compared with the other hydride forming elements. This
had been ascribed to the poor efficiency of hydride conversion
for lead. However, it had been shown that the conversion
efficiency could be improved by the addition of a suitable amount
of oxidising agent. Various oxidising agents had been attempted,
they included potassium dichromate, malic acid (0.3 M)-
potassium dichromate, HNO (O.SMJ-H (10%), HNOg (0.2 M)-
(NH )„S?0o (1M)(42).
c) Miscellaneous factors
Three other factors were worthed mentioning, they were the
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acidity of the analyte solution, the carrier gas flow rate, and
the atomiser temperature.
The reduction of the analyte to its volatile hydride by
NaBH4 must be carried out in an acidic solution. However, the
optimal values of acid concentration reported by different groups
varied widely, presumably due to the difference in design of the
HG-AAS accessory.
A carrier gas stream was necessary for the efficient
transport of the hydride to the atomiser. However, an unduly
large flow rate would invariably impart a dilution effect on the
population of hydride entering the atomiser. It would also
rapidly purge the hydride or the free metal atoms off the
atomiser, thus decreasing their residence time in the optical
path. Both factors were detrimental to the attainable.
sensitivity. Thus there would be an optimal value of gas flow
rate whose value would obviously depend on the particular system
in use
It was reasonable to expect that the hydride signal would
depend on the temperature of the atomiser. However, control of
the temperature over a wide range was only possible with the
electrically heated tube atomisers. With other atomisers, we have
to accept their intrinsic temperature. Nonetheless, all atomisers
must be allowed to reach thermal equilibrium before commencement
of any analysis.
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rur dray lnuepenuenz oeslgn or HG-AA5 accessory, the acid
concentration, carrier gas flow rate, and the atomiser
temperature (if adjustable) must be optimised before routine
.analysis could proceed.
1.10) Future development
Presently, HG-AAS had been successfully applied to the
analysis of a wide variety of real samples and commercial HG-AAS
kits were available from a number of manufacturers. As noted in a
review by Godden(43), furhter development of this technique would
possibly be along three lines:-
1) Automation of the HG-AAS procedure. The recent. advances
in Flow. Injection Analysis were especially promising in this
aspect.
2) Elucidation of the interfering mechanisms with a view to
devising better means for their elimination.




This project bears three objectives:
a) Improving the sensitivity of HG-AAS by using a miniature
hydride generator
Among the works reported, very little consideration had been
given to the effect of the size of the hydride generator on the
attainable sensitivity. It is presently speculated that with a
miniature hydride generator, a better sensitivity can be
obtained. This is because with a smaller vessel, the carrier gas
flow rate. can be reduced to a much lower value while still
maintaining efficient transport of-the hydrides. Reducing the gas
flow would imply firstly that the dilution effect on the hydride
concentration is minimised. Secondly, the residence time of the
analytes within the atomiser can be increased. Both factors would
obviously lead to a higher sensitivity.
b} Formulating a masking agent which will be effective for all
types of interferents
The interferents found in HG-AAS could be divided into three
groups, viz.: the transition metal ions, the hydride forming
elements, and some oxidising anions. There had been extensive
reports on the use of a masking agent suppress effects from
the first group. However, little had been written on how to
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minimise interference from the latter two. It would be ideal if a
recipe of masking agent can be worked out and applicable to all
three groups.
c) Extending the HG-AAS method to the analysis of Indium.
At present, the HG-AAS method is limited to only eight
elements. In theory it can be applied to other hydride forming
elements, such as indium.
The research will be divided into four stages:
Firstly, as a pilot test, arsenic and antimony will be
analysed with a home-made hydride generating kit incorporating a
miniature hydride generator (vol. = 8.62 ml). The experimental
conditions will be optimised. The sensitivity obtained under the
optimised conditions will be compared with those reported
previously to see if improvement have really been made.
Next, the interference from some commonly occurring elements
on these two analytes will be assessed. They will firstly be
classified into one of the three interfering groups. Their
-tolerance limits,-defined as the concerrtration of -interferent
causing 5% signal deviation, will then be measured. Following
this, a masking agent, composing.of 5% (w/v) thiourea and 10%
(w/v) ascorbic acid in aqueous solution, will be added to mask
their interference. The effectiveness of this masking agent is
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measured by the ratio of the tolerance limit of a masked solution
to that of an unmasked solution.
As a check on the accuracy of the method, the arsenic and
antimony- content of two standard reference materials: Orchard
leaf (NBS SRM 1571) and Steel (NBS SRM 661) would be determined.
The experimental values will be compared with the respective
certified values.
Finally, indium will be analysed with this home-made hydride
generating kit. Effects of various experimental parameters will
be studied with a view to optimising the apparatus for the best
signal.
Part 1




3.1) Apparatus and Experimental Conditions
All experiments were run on a Perkin Elmer Model 360 Atomic
Absorption Spectrophotometer. The light source for the arsenic
analysis was a Perkin Elmer arsenic electrodeless discharge lamp
with the accessory power supply unit operating at an output of
8.5 W. The wavelength and bandwidth were set at 193.7 nm and 0.7
nm respectively. the light source for the antimony analysis was a
Varian Techtron antimony hollow cathode lamp operating at a lamp
current of 20 mA. The wavelength and bandwidth were set at 217.6
nm and 0.2 nm respectively. The energy gain for both analyses
were set at 50. The burner head of the instrument was removed and
replaced by an aluminium plate. The absorption signals were
recorded by a recorder with a 10 mV range.
A sketch of the hydride generating accessory was shown in
FlgT4. It consisted of a hydride generating vessel connected by
a PTFE tubing to a quartz tube atomiser.
The hydride generator was an ordinary glass vial( 5 cm in




D: Box made of asbestos pi
E: Aluminium plate
G: Silicone rubber
H: Magnetic stirring bar
I: Magnetic stirrer
tes J: PTES tubing (23 cm x 2 mm c
X: PTFE tubing (9 cm x 1 mm o,
L: PTFE tubing (lif cm z 2 mm:
L: PTFE tubing (44cmx2mm o.d)
Fig 4: Schematic Diagram Of The Hydride-Generation kit
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cap whose inner surface was covered by a layer of silicone
rubber. Three holes were drilled in the cap for the insertion of
the carrier gas inlet tubing( 44 cm in length, 2 mm O.D.), the
NaBH4 injection tubing( 9 cm in length, 1 m O.D.) and the
connecting tubing( 23 cm in length, 2 mm O.D.) between the
generator and the atomiser side arm. The carrier gas inlet tubing
was inserted in such a way that it terminated just above the
surface of the testing solution.
The atomiser was a T--tube made from transparent Vitreosil
fused quartz. The length of the quartz tube was 16.5 cm with an
external diameter of 0.90 cm and internal diameter of 0.70 cm.
There was a side arm extruding from the middle of the quartz tube
and had a measurement of 7.5 cm in length and 0.50 cm O.D. It was
heated electrically and the temperatuure could be controlled by a
variac. The atomiser was housed in a rectangular asbestos case
and was packed with mica platelets for insulation.
The whole assembly was mounted on the aluminium plate and
aligned with the optical path. The temperature inside the quartz
tube was measured by a thermal couple whose sensing tip was
placed in the middle of the interior of the atomiser. Every new
.quartz tube was pre-conditioned by soaking in 38% HF solution
with occasional shaking for 45 min. It was then washed thoroughly
in deionised water and dried in an oven at 85°C.
The generated hydrides, flushed with a stream of nitrogen,
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was introduced into the atomiser through the side arm. A Matheson
model 603 gas flowmeter was used to measure the nitrogen flow
rate.
3.2) Reagent
All chemicals used, except otherwise stated, were analytical
grade reagents.
A 1000 ppm arsenic stock solution was prepared by dissolving
1.320 g arsenous oxide (As203) in 25 ml of 20% (w/v) KOH
solution. The resulting solution was neutralised to a
phenolthalein end-point with HC1 and then diluted to 1 1 with 2%
(v/v) HC1. Standard arsenic solutions with concentrations of 2,
4, 6, 8, and l0ppb were prepared from this stock solution by
appropriate dilutions.
A 1000 ppm antimony stock solution was prepared by
dissolving 2.670 g of anhydrous potassium antimony tartrate in 1 1
of 1% (v/v) HCI. Standard antimony solutions with concentrations
of 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 ppb, were prepared from this
solution by appropriate dilutions.
The reduci,ig agent was a 1% (w/v) UaBH4 solution. It was
prepared fresh when use and every 50 ml of this solution was
stabilised by adding two pellets of KOH.
Solutions of interferents were prepared as follows:
Solutions of silver(I) and lead(II) were prepared by
dissolving the corresponding nitrates in water and in 1% nitric
acid respectively.
Solutions of arsenic and antimony were prepared from the
corresponding stock solutions.
Solutions of other metals and hydride forming elements were
prepared by dissolving the elemental form in nitric acid except
cobalt, which was dissolved in hydrochloric acid.
Solutions of CrOy, CrO, and MnO were prepared by
dissolving the corresponding potassium salts in water. For all
other common anions their sodium salts were used.
The masking agent was a mixed solution of 10% (w'v) ascorbic
acid and 5% (wv) thiourea. They were prepared fresh when use.•
Cylinder nitrogen was used as the carrier gas.
1 3 Prnrorlnro
With the rotational, horizontal, and vertical knobs of the
instrument, the quartz atomiser was aligned with the optical path
so that maximum intensity of the light beam could be transmitted.
The atomiser was heated up electrically to about 1000°C. The
nitrogen flow rate was adjusted to a value of 0.19 1min.
A 1 ml aliquot of the testing solution was pipetted into the
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hydride generator. It was then capped and the magnetic stirrer
was turned on. Nitrogen gas was allowed to flush the generator
for 10 seconds. Then 1 ml of 1% (w/v) NaBH4 was injected with a
glass syringe. The peak height of the subsequent absorption
signal was recorded. The generator was then uncapped and the
solution was poured off. It was then rinsed with distilled water
for at least three times before the next sample was introduced.





Section (A): Optimisation of experimental parameters
A 8 ppb As solution and a 15 ppb Sb solution was used for
all optimisation procedures. The effect of an experimental
parameter was studied by varying its value while keeping the
others unchanged. The results reported were obtained under
optimised conditions, except for the parameter under study.
A.1) Pre-conditioning of the quartz-tube atomiser
Welz and Melcher(28), while investigating the atomisation
mechanism inside a quartz tube, had observed that the. condition
of the quartz surface had a pronounced effect on the sensitivity.
In particular, they had noted that a new, untreated tube might
give a low reponse. In order to effect optimal sensitivity, they
had to rinse the quartz tube in 40% HF solution.
A similar observation was recorded in the present study. The
signal from untreated tubes was almost negligible. However, after
soaking the quartz tubes in 38% HF solution with occasional
shaking for 45 min,_the sensitivity was improved by-nearly 10
folds. The difference between a conditioned and an unconditioned
atomiser was shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Sensitivity of quartz atomiser before and after HF
treatment.
Element Absorbance







Other common mineral acids, such as 35% HC1, 65% HNCL, and
w
49% HSO had been used as the rinsing agent, but none were
effective in improving the sensitivity.
f 28)
Melcherv; explained this phenomenon by proposing that
atomisation of hydride within a heated quartz tube was brought
about by collision with hydrogen free radicals as follows:
The source of hydrogen was the reaction between NaBH and
the hydrogen ions in the solution. The H radicals were produced
by the catalytic fission of the molecules. The quartz surface
acted as the catalyst in this process, its catalytic effect being
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dependent on the condition of the surface.
The present results confirmed Melcher's findings and
supported the idea that the quartz surface had a catalytic
effect on the atomisation process, although the exact mechanism
still awaited further investigations. The only effective rinsing
agent, HF, was unique in that it could chemically attack the
quartz surf ace. Thus it was speculated that upon rinsing in HF,
the surface of the atomiser might become rugged and more
catalytic sites were exposed. This would result in the catalytic
effect being enhanced and lead subsequently to a better
sensitivity.
A.2) Atomisation Temperature
The peak absorbance signal would obviously depend on the
maximum number of analyte atoms that could be built up within the
atomiser. This would in turn depend on the rate of atomisation
which was invariably affected by the temperature of the atomiser.
For an electrically heated atomiser, in contrast to a flame
heated one, the tempreature could be controlled by adjusting the
heating voltage with a variac. Thus it was possible to study the
dependence of absorbance on the atomisation temperature.
Fig. 5 showed the time dependence of the atomiser
temperature at a fixed heating voltage (150 V). It indicated that
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Fig. 5: Time Dependence Of The Atomiser Temperature.
commenced. Thus at any nevly set heating voltage, a 15 min
heating period was always allowed for before any measurement was
made.
Table 2 showed the dependence of absorbance on the atomiser•—
temperature. Fig. 6 was a plot of the data.
Table 2: Dependence of absorbance on the atomiser
temperature.
Arsenic Antimony



























burnt with a pop sound in the atomiser. The absorbance
surged to a high value following the pop sound.
The results showed that absorbance of both arsenic and
antimony increased with increase in atcmisation temperature. The
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Fig. 6: Absoroance of As and Sb as a function of atcmisation
temperature.
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after this temperature. The increase could be explained by a
faster rate of atomisation at a higher atomisation temperature.
When the temperature was above 1200, hydrogen would burn
inside the atomiser. This was evidenced by a distinct “pop” sound
which was characteristic of a sudden ignition of a mixture of
oxygen and hydrogen. The surge of absorbance after the “pop”
sound was probably due to the refraction of the light beam by
the sudden change in the gas density or the shock wave effect.
The background absorption by the air-hydrogen flame might be
another cause.
The optimal atomiser tamperature was chosen to be around
1100°C which gave the highest signal without igniting the
hydrogen.
A.3) The effect of the acid medium
The conversion of the analyte to its volatile hydride had to be
carried out in acidic medium.
A comparative study had been made on the effect of using
different types of acids on the signal obtained. Three commcn
mineral acids had been used for this study, viz: HCI, H2SO4,
HNO3. Results were shown in Table 3.
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0.250 M HC1 0.580 0.645
0.250 M HNO3 0.535 0.665
0.125 M H2SO4 0.6850.595
Apparently, there was not much difference in absorbance in
these three acid media for both elements.
Hydrochloric acid was employed as the medium for
optimisation study because it was a reducing medium.. and woulc
help to stabilise the +3 oxidation state of both. elements. This
oxidation state had been reported to be the state giving the
highest analytical sensitivity.
A.4) The effect of acid concentration
As acid was one of the reactants in the hydride generation
reaction, its concentration would obviously affect the rate of
hydride format-ion and consequently the analytical sensitivity.
The variation of absorbance for both As and Sb with varying
acid concentration was studied and results were collected in
Table 4. A plot of the data was shown in Fig. 7.
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Table 4: Influence of acid concentration on the values- of
absorbance.
Conc. of HC1 Absorbance
Arsenic Antimony






Solution droplets started to enter the tubing connecting the
atomiser and the hydride generator.
Solution droplets started to enter the atomiser, giving a high
background absorbance.
The values of absorbance were sensitive to the acid
concentration and increased when the latter was increased. This
was presumably due to a faster rate of hydride evolution at a
higher acid concentration. However, the vigour of effervescence
also increased with acid concentration. When the acid
concentration was above 0.350 M, the effervescence was so
vigorous that solution droplets were splashed into the atomiser
via the connecting tubing. A surge of absorbance always followed
such sample carryover, probably due to the scattering of the
light beam by the solution droplets. It also posed a threat of
contaminating the quartz surface. Thus the on-set of sample
concenteration of hydrochloric acid/M
Fig .7, Effect of HCI cuncentretim on the absorbeace
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carryover delimited the maximum usable acid concentration.
De optimal acid concentration was chosen to be 0.25 M HCl
as it gave the highest signal with the minimum risk of sample
carryover.
A.5) The effect of carrier gas flow rate
The flow of carrier gas could diminish the sensitivity in
two manners:
1) It had a dilution effect on the hydrides,
2) It purge the hydrides off the atomiser, decreasing their
residence time.
Both influence were flow rate dependent. For maximum
sensitivity, a low flow rate was favoured.
On the other hand, the carrier gas should be sufficiently
large so that:
1) Rapid and efficient transport of the hydride could be
effected.
2) The concentration of air within the atomiser could not
build up to a level conducive to the ignition of hydrogen.
whenever the hydrogen ignited, there would be a high background
absorbance which would nullify the recorded results.
Clearly there should be an optimal flow rate for the carrier
gas. The dependence of the absorbance from both elements on the
carrier gas flow rate had been investigated, Results were
displayed in Table 5. Fig. 8 was a graphical presentation of the
data.
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The results showed that ignition of hydrogen would occur at
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Fig. 8: Effect Of Carrier Gas Flow Rate On The Absorbance
Of As And Sb.
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Studied, the absorbance of both elements dropped steadily With
increasing flow rate, showing that the dilution and the purging
effects of the carrier gas were the predominant factors.
A flow rate of 0.19 1/min was chosen as the optimal value as
it gave the maximum signal without ignition of hydrogen.
A.6) The effect of NaBH4 concentration
Sodium borohydride served to reduce the analyte to its
hydride. it's reasonable to expect that the rate of hydride
generation would be affected by the concentration of the sodium
borohydride solution.
Table 6 showed the relation between the response from
arsenic, antimony and the concentration of NaBH4 solution. Fig.
9 was a graphical display of the data.
Table 6: The effect of sodium borohydride concentration
Conc. of NaBH4 Absorbance
Arsenic Antimony





* Solution droplets started to enter the tubing connecting theJ
atomiser and the hydride generator.
Fig. 9: Effect Of Sodium Borohydride Concentration On The
Absorbance Of As And Sb.
The results showed that the signal increased with increased
NaBH4 concentration and reached a plateau at a concentration of
1% (wv) or above. This pattern of increase could be explained by
the fact that the rate of reaction was controlled by many factors
! other than NaBH concentration. When the NaBH. was low, it was
the rate controlling factor and thus the signal increased when
its value was increased. This continued until its value was so
high that other factors took up the role of rate-determining
factor, and the absorbance would reach a maximum value.
A NaBH concentration of 1% (wv) was chosen to be the
optimal value as the signal would reach its maximum value at this
concentration.
A.7) The effect of the volume of the hydride generator
An investigation on the effect of varying the volume of the
hydride generator had been carried out for both arsenic and
antimony. Generators of equal diameters but different heights
were obtained. Their volumes were measured by measuring the mass
difference between an empty generator and the same generator
-filled—t-e-tfierim with-deionised water,- -The mass difference so
obtained was converted into values of volumes by assuming the
density of deionised water to be 1.0000 gml.
Results of the investigation were displayed in Table 7.
Table 7: Influence of the volume of generator












Solution droplets started to enter the tubing connecting the4
atomiser and the generator.
r Solution droplets started to enter the atomiser, resulting in
a high background absorbance.
The results showed that for a fixed carrier gas flow rate,
the variation of generator size over a small range( from 8.62 ml
to 5.39 ml) did not significantly affect the sensitivity. This
confirmed the argument that the decisive role played by the
volume of the generator lied in its influence on the carrier gas
flow rate required for an efficient transport of the hydride to
the atomiser. When the generator volume was large,- a
correspondingly larger flow rate was required than was in the
case of a smaller generator. As shown in Fig. 8, a larger flow
rate was detrimental to the sensitivity. However the inadequacy
in transport capacity of a carrier gas flow was felt only when
the generator volume increased by a considerable amount. For size
variation over a narrow range within which a given carrier gas
flow was almost equally efficient for hydride transport, the
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sensitivity would not change by any significant amount.
Apparently, smaller size of the generator would increase the
risk of sample carryover. Thus the generator with the largest
volume,-i.e. 8.62 ml was chosen so that the chance of sample
carryover was reduced to the minimum-
A.3) Deactivation of the glass surface of the hydride generator
Adsorption of analytes( gas, vapour-, or ions in solution)
on active surfaces such glass was a common problem in trace
analysis. One method to reduce the adsorptive activity of glass
was to deactivate its surface by silanisation.
Although HG-AAS was a trace analysis technique, previous
works had rarely studied the possible influence of adsorption of
the gaseous hydrides by the glass surface of the hydride
generator. A comparative study was conducted on the As and Sb
signals from a silanised and a non-si.lanised generator of similar
dimensions. Should adsorption of the gaseous hydride occur to any
significant extent, a difference in response from the two types
of generators would appear.
Data of this study was collected in Table 8.












The results showed that there was practically no difference
%
in response between a silanised and a non-silanised generator.
Thus, it could be concluded that there was no significant
adsorption of the hydride on the glass wall of the generator.
A.9) Effect of spectral bandwidth on the sensitivity of antimonv
—mmmmmmm———————————————i. n i 11————————.. i ——m.—————m m——————————
. analysis
The recommended operating current for the antimony hollow
cathode lamp was 10 mA with a spectral bandwidth of 0.2 nm.
However, due to aging with prolonged use, the antimony lamp in
use failed to give adequate intensity at the recommended current
and slitwidth. In fact one had to operate at its maximum
allowable current of 20 mA in order to give a satisfactory
- intensity.—Thi-Sws—detrimental to the working life of the lamp.
Thus an attempt was made to relieve the demand on lamp current by
widening the slitwidth to a higher value of 0.7 nm. A value of 12
mA was then high enough to meet the intensity requirement.
. However, the sensitivity as well as the linear working range was
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found to drop substantially upon increasing the slitwidth.
Table 9 was the data for the calibration curve for antimony
at the two different settings 'of lamp current and slitwidth. Fig.
110 was a graphical display of the data.
Table 9 Calibration curves for antimony at two different
settings of lamp current and slitwidth.
Siitwidth: 0.7 nm 0.2 nm
Lamp-current: 12 mA 20 mA







A similar observation had also been noted in the analysis of
nickel in flame AAS(46). Fig. 11 was the corresponding
calibration curves for nickel at different slitwidths:
Concentration of So ng mi
Fig. 10: Effect Of Spectral Bandwidth On The Sensitivity
And Linear Range Of Su Analysis.
Absordance
Nickel rorcentritinn
Fig. 11: Improvement in linearity and sensitivity of nickel
determination at higher spectral resolution.
The explanation offered in Ref. (46) for the case of nickel
was that the main resonance line of nickel occurred at 232.0 nm,
which lied in a densely populated spectral region. Thus narrow
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slits had to be. used to exclude the neighboring lines.
Inspection of the Grotrian diagram for nickel revealed that
the neighboring lines lying close to the main resonance line
(232.0 nm) were indeed many. They included those at 232.1 nm,
231.7 nm, 231.1 nm, 231.4 nm, 233.7 nm.
In the case of antimony, the main resonance line was at
217.6 nm. Inspection of the corresponding Grotrian diagram showed
that the closest neighboring lines were at wavelenghts of .212.7
nm, 206.8 nm, and 231.1 nm. These were quite far away from the
main resonance line and even a slitwidth of 0.7 nm should be able
to resolve them. Thus, in contrast to the case of nickel,
inclusion of neighboring lines did not appear to be the cause
for degradation of sensitivity and linearity at wider slitwidth.
Instead, it was postulated that the relative contribution of
stray light( unabsorbable radiation) to the total intensity of
light reaching the detector was the culprit. This was aggravated
by the fact that hollow cathode lamps of metalloid elements(
e.g. As, Sb, Te, Se, etc.) usually had a low intensity output.
Thus they required a narrower slit to exclude most of the stray
lights in order to effect the optimal sensitivity and linearity.
Because of this, a slitw,wridth cf 0.2 nm 1.ras maintained a
the expense of operating the lamp at its maximum current.
A.10) Summary of the optimal values for the various exnerimentalI
parameters.
Table 10 showed the optimal values for the important
experimental parameters for arsenic and antimony analysis.



























power supply-for the As electrodeless discharge lamp.
A.11) Characteristics of calibration curves
Table 11 and Table 12 showed the data for the calibration
curves for arsenic and antimony respectively. Fig. 12 showed the
respective calivration curves
The sensitivity was defined as the concentration of the
analyte solution needed to produce a signal of 0.0044 absorbance
unit. This was equivalent to a 1% decrease in the transmitted
radiation. Mathematically, this was expressed as 0.0044m where m
was the slope of the calibration curve. Since the sample volume
used was 1 ml, the sensitivity so obtained was numerically equal
to the absolute sensitivity.






















































A 19 Drori cinn c+nrl,
The precision of the present method was maesured by_ the
relative standard deviation of a series of ten replicate
measurements of absorbance. Table 13 was the results for arsenic
and antimony.
Concentration ng ml'
Fig. 12: Calibration Curves For The Determination Of As And So.
Absordance











































For 6 ppb As solution and 15 ppb Sb solution.
A.13) Detection limit
The detection limit was defined as the lowest concentratior
of an analyte solution which gave an absorbance equal to twice
the standard deviation of ten replicate measurements at blank
level. Mathematically, it was given by the expression 2dm where
d was the aforementioned standard deviation, and m was the slope
of the calibration curve. Since the sample volume used was 1 ml,
The detection limit so obtained was also equal to the absolute%
detection limit. Table 14 was the result for arsenic and antimonyI














































Section (B): Interference Study
The work of Smith29 and Pierce'30j had demonstrated that
certain ions, if present, could cause interference. It was
recognised that the interferents encountered could be grouped
into three classes:
I) Transition metal ions29'30.
II) Ions of the hydride forming elements29'39.
III) Anions with oxidising property 30.
Reports on investigation on the mechanisms giving rise to
such interference were seldom found. Furthermore, different
extent of interference from the same substance on a given analyte
had been reported by different workers, probably due to the
different conditions employed.
Although the mechanism of interference had not been fully
elucidated, a number of works had been published which reported
the use of a masking agent to minimise the interference from many
4.•+• 4. i• (33,34,35,36,37,38) T,,. x.
transition metal ions'. These masking agents
probably functioned through preferentially complexing with the
interferents arid thus prevented them from participating in the
reactions whi'ch brought about the interference. Surprising
enough, little had yet been reported on the use of a similiar
method to minimise the interference from the other two groups.
The objectives of the present section are two fold:
I) To investigate the extent of interference on arsenic and
antimony for ions from each of the above three groups.
II) To develope a recipe of masking agent which is
applicable to all the three groups.
The results and discussions were presented in the following
paragraphs.
B.2) Tolerance limits of the interferents
A 1 ml aliquot of a 8 ppb As solution( absolute amount of
As= 8 ng) and a 1 ml aliquot of a 15 ppb Sb solution( absolute
amount of Sb'= 15 ng) were used for all interference studies. An
interference was said to have existed when the signal from a
solution doped with the indicated amount of an interferent
deviated from that of a pure solution by ±5% or more. The
tolerance limit of an interferent( in units of mass per ml of
solution) was defined as that amount of interferent causing a
signal deviation of ±5%. For convenience of discussions, the
interferents were categorised into three groups:
- -GPoup-4-: transition metal iorrsrin eluding ttg.
Group II: hydride forming elements.
Group III: anionic species.
Table 15 and 16 were a summary of the interference data.
Table 15: Tolerance limits of various interferents for 8 ng of
arsenic.
Interferent Tol. limit Remark




































































' The Remark column describes the observations upon addition of
NaBH4
Table 16: Tolerance limits of various interferents for 15 ng
of antimony.
Interferent Tol. limit Remark






































































The Remark column describes the observations upon addition of
NaBH4.
The data for both arsenic and antimony showed that all
observed interference were suppressive effects. This agreed with
observations noted in previous works'20. For convenience of
t
discussion, the interference from a species would be classified
as serious when its tolerance limit was at nano-gram level, as
moderate when it was at micro-gram level, and negligible when
it was greater than 500 micro-gram.
B.3) Interference from maanesium and transition metal ions
'~ The interference from magnesium was negligible tor both
elements.
All transition metal .cations caused interference, but to
differing extents. For arsenic, those causing serious
interference were nickel and silver. For antimony, cobalt and
silver caused serious interference.
Three interfering mechanisms had been proposed for the
transition metal ions:
a) Reduction of the cations to its metallic precipitate
might occur on addition of sodium borohydride. Such precipitate
might co-precipitate the analyte or adsorb the volatile hydrides
and decomposed thern2.
b) Compound formation between the evolved hydride and the
(32)
cations in solution.
c) NaBH reacted preferentially with the interferent, and
(29)
was thus not sufficient to reduce the analytes.
In the present study, mechanism (c) was ruled out in view of
the large excess of sodium borohydride used. Mechanism (a) was
not probable except in the case of iron in antimony analysis, in
which a black precipitate was formed at tolerance limit. In. all
the other cases, no precipitate was observed at tolerance limit.
Thus mechanism (b) seemed to be the most probable. However, as
the interferent concentration increased beyond the tolerance
limit, the other two mechanisms might become operational. For
instance, precipitation of the interferents as their metallic
species ocurred at higher concentrations, making mechanism (a)
possible.
B.4) Interference from hydride forming elements
Nearly all hydride forming elements caused serious
interference. The two exceptions were lead and germanium in
antimony analysis.
The interference of this group was mainly brought about by
interelement compound formation in the atomiser. Hydrides of the
interferents were simultaneously evolved with the analyte hydride
into the atomiser. The temperature of the atomiser was low (about
1000°C) compared with other conventional atomisers. Thus compound
formation might be enhanced in such a cool environment. Besides
(29)
such compound formations, Smithv' had pointed out that
interference might also be caused by mechanismms similar to those
of the transition metals ions.
Lead represented a unique case because its hydride
conversion efficiency was very low. Thus the amount of plumbane
co-present with the analyte in the atomiser was insignificant. It
was worthed noting that at the tolerance limit of lead, a black
precipitate was formed upon addition of NaBH. Thus capture and
decomposition'of the hydride by the precipitate was speculated as
the main reason of interference.
B.5) Interference from anionic species
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All anionic species caused negligible interference except
four: sulphide, chromate, dichromate, and permanganate ion.'
These four all caused serious interference for both arsenic and
antimony.
The mechanism giving rise to sulphide ion interference was
still uncertain. For the other three anions, they were all
oxidising agents. Thus, one possible cause of interference was
their preferential reaction with NaBH 4, making the latter less
available to the analyte. However, this was unlikely owing. to the
large excess of NaBH4 and the low concentration of the
interferent. Instead, it was postulated that the interference was
caused by oxidation of the analyte from a +3 state to a +5 state
by the interf erent. The +5 state of both As and Sb.. had been
reported to have a lower analytical sensitivity than the +3
state(9,12,16,19)
B.6) Suppression of interference by means of a masking agent
Attempts were made to minimise the effect from species
causing serious interference, i.e. those species whose
tolerance limits were at the narla-gram level.
Although the use of a masking agent to tackle the
interference from transition metals had been well documented, the
application of a similar method to th other r.wo groups of
interferents had seldom been reported. The possibility of working
out a recipe of masking agent applicable to all these three
groups was explored.
Thiourea was spotted as a promising candidate for masking
both transition metals and hydride forming elements. Its
effectiveness for the former group had already been reported in
the literature. The speculation for its effectiveness for the
latter group stemmed from a knowledge of its reactions with many
of the hydride forming elements. For example, in acid medium, it
reacted with Bi+ to give a bright yellow-colour, with SeO to
give a red precipitate, TeO to give a yellow colour, and
Sb(III) to give a yellow colour. These colour reactions were so
sensitive that they had been used as a qualitative test for the
elements in questionv. It was hoped that such reactions would
preferentially bind these interferents and prevent them from
interfering with the analysis.
The simplest way to tackle the interference from the
oxidising anions would be to react them with a reducing agent.
Ascorbic acid, a relatively strong reducing agent, would be a
suitable candidate.
__ -.Suppression o_f su 1 phide —interference was not- attempted,
because it was expected that such species would be removed during
the acid digestions commonly used for sample preparation.
Basing on such reasonings, the formulation of tne required
masking agent would be a mixture of thiourea and ascorbic acid.
From the results of several trials, a mixture of 5% (wv).
i thiourea and 10% (wv) ascorbic acid in aqueous solution
(hereafter referred to as 'M.A. solution) was found to be
'I satisfactory.
A comparative study had been conducted on the tolerance
limit of an unmasked and a masked solution. The masked solutions
were prepared in such a way that every 50 ml would contain 6 ml
of the M.A. solution. The effectiveness of the masking agent was
measured by the ratio of the tolerance limit of a masked solution
to that of an unmasked one. Table 17 showed the results of this
study.






























































T2: Tolerance limit of a masked solution.
T1: Tolerance limit of an unmasked solution.
The results showed that the ratio of T2T1 was greater than
one in all cases, showing that the M.A. solution was effective
for all the three group of interferents. The effectiveness was
especially pronounced for the oxidising anions, with the T2T1
ratio reaching values as high as 2000. This would be attributed
to the relatively strong reducing power of ascorbic acid. The
colour change in some of the solutions confirmed the existence of
a redox reaction. Thus, upon addition of M.A., a solution
_2
containing CrO ions showed a faint green colour while a
solution containing Mn0~ ions decolourised.
With its proven effectiveness, addition of this M.A.
solution was recommended in all real sample analysis to minimise
any potential interference..-.._-
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Section C): Analysis of standard reference materials
Three methods are commonly employed to check the
accuracy of an analytical procedure:
I) Analysis of a synthetic sample.
II) Comparision of the results of determination with those
obtained by other parallel methods.
III) Analysis of reference samples with a known or certified
content of an analyte.
The third method was now chosen to check the accurracy of
the present procedure. The arsenic and antimony contents in two
standard reference materials from the National Bureau of
Standards were analysed. They were Orchard leaf (NBS SRM 1571)
and Steel. (NBS SRM 661). The results obtained were compared with
the respective certified values.
In all analyses, M.A. solution was added to minimise -any
potential interference. All sample stock solutions were stored in
plastic bottles to reduce the possibility of adsorption onto the
container wall. Furthermore, standard addition technique was
used. Therefore, the possibility of systematic errors were
reduced to the minimum.
C.2) Sample preparations.
a) Orchard leaf (NBS SRM 15711
The sample was pre-treated by dry ashing steps.The advantage
of this method lied in its simplicity. However, care had to be
taken to prevent loss of volatile species, e.g. AsCl, SbCl. A
mixture of Magnesium oxide and Magnium nitrate was usually added
as ashing aids to prevent volatilisation of As and Sb50'. This
mixture, being alkaline, probably functioned through converting
the analytes into their anionic forms, e.g. the arsenite and the
antimonite ions, which then formed non-volatile salts with the
magnesium.
During the process of pre-treatment, some of the arsenic and
antimony would invariably be converted into their higher
oxidation states. For optimal sensitivity, they had to be reduced
back to their +3 state. A mixture of potassium iodide and sodium
(19)
ascorbate had been reported as effective for such reductionv
As the M.A. solution added already contained ascorbic acid, only
KI would be added to the final solution to effect such reduction.
Details of the pre-treatments were as follows:
I) Arsenic analysis: About 0.07 g of the sample, previously dried
in an oven at 85°C, was added to a porcelain crucible. Then 1 g
of MgO was added as a slurry and mixed well with the sample. The
mixture was evaporated to dryness on a hot plate. It was then
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charred at 250°C for three hours in a muffle furnace, after which
it was taken out and cooled. To the charred sample, 5 ml of
12%(w/v) Mg(N03)2 was added in a dropwise manner. The content was
again eva orated to dryness and then heated to 450 C for four
hours in a muffle furnace. The crucible was taken out and cooled.
The ash was then moistened with 10 drops of water and dissolved
by dropwise addition of 8 ml 1:1 (v/v) sulphuric acid. During
dissolution, the crucible should be immersed in an ice bath to
avoid excessive generation of heat by the neutralisation
reaction. The resulting solution was then quantitatively
transferred to a 50 ml volumetric flask and the volume was made
up to the mark with distilled water. This sample stock solution
should be kept in a plastic bottle.
The arsenic content was analysed by the standard addition
technique. The testing solutions were prepared by mixing,' in a 25
ml volumetric flask, 4 ml of the sample stock solution, 3 ml of
M.A. solution, 0.5 g of KI, and arsenic standard in various
amounts. After adjusting the final volume to 25 ml with distilled
water, the solution would be about 0.25 M in hydrogen _ion
concentration.
Two samples were analysed and the average of these results
were reported.
II) Antimony analysis: About 0.5 g of tIe sample, pr viCD us
dried overnight at 85°C in an oven, was added to a porcelair
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crucible. 0.5 g of MgO was added as a slurry and mixed well with
the sample. The mixture was evaporated to dryness on a hot plate.
It was then charred at 250°C for three hours in a muffle furnace.
Meanwhile a solution containing 0.5 g of Mg(N03)2.6H20 in 10 ml
of water was prepared. The charred sample was taken out and
cooled, afterwhich the magnesium nitrate solution was added in a
dropwise manner. The content was again evaporated to dryness. It
was then heated at 450°C for four hours in a muffle furnace. The
crucible was taken.out and cooled. The ash was moistened with 10
drops of water and then dissolved by dropwise addition of 10 ml
of 2:8 (v/v) sulphuric acid. During dissolution, the crucible
should be immersed in an ice bath to avoid excessive generation
of heat by the neutralisation reaction. The resulting solution
was quantitatively transferred to a 50 ml volumetric flask and
the volume made up to the mark with distilled water. This sample
stock solution should be kept in a plastic bottle.
The antimony content was analysed by standard addition
technique. The testing solutions were prepared by mixing, in a 50
ml volumetric flask, 12.5 ml of the sample stock solution, 6 ml
of M.A. solution, 2 g of KI, and antimony standards in various
amounts. After adjusting the final volume to 50 ml with distilled
water, the solution would be about 0.25 M in hydrogen ion
concentration.
Two samples were analysed and the average of these two
analyses were reported.
B) Steel (NBS SRM 661)
The sample was dissolved in sulphuric acid. Similar to the
analysis of orchard leaf, pre-reduction of analyte species to the
+3 state was effected by addition of KI. Details of the pre-
{
I
treatment steps were as follows:
I) Arsenic analysis: About 0.03 g of the steel sample was placed
in a 25 ml conical flask. 15 ml of 2:1 (vv) HSO was added and
the mixture was heated on a hot plate until the sample was
completely dissolved. The resulting solution was cooled and then
quantitatively transferred to a 100 ml volumetric flask with a
content of 14 ml of 1:1 (vv) HSO. The volume was adjusted to
the mark with distilled water. This sample stock solution was
kept in a plastic bottle.
The arsenic content was analysed by standard addition
technique. The testing solutions were prepared by mixing, in a 25
ml volumetric flask, 1 ml of the sample stock solution, 3 ml of
M.A. solution, 0.5 g of KI, and arsenic standards in various
amounts. After adjusting the volume to the mark with distilled
water, the solution will be about 0.25 M in hydrogen ion
«
concentration.'
Two samples were analysed and the average of the two will b
reported.
n) Antimony analysis: A steel sample weighing 0.05-0.10 g was
placed in a 25 ml conical flask. 15 ml of 2:1 (vv) sulphuric.
acid was added and the mixture was then heated on a hot plate
until the sample was completely dissolved. The resulting solution
was cooled and quantitatively transferred to a 100 ml volumetric
flask. 14 ml of 65% (wv) K0H solution was added for partial
neutralisation. After cooling the solution, the volume was
adjusted to the mark with distilled water. This sample stock
solution was kept in a plastic bottle.
The antimony content was analysed by standard addition
technique. The testing solutions were prepared by mixing, in a 25
ml volumetric flask, 3 ml of sample stock solution, 3 ml of M.A.
solution, 1 g of KI, and antimony standards in various amounts.
After adjusting the volume to the mark with distilled water, the
solution would be about 0.25 M in hydrogen ion concentration.
Two samples were analysed and the average of the two was
reported.
C.3) Results of analyses
The results of the analyses were shown on Table 18 which
also displayed the certified values..
Table 18: Experimental and certified values of As and Sb in
orchard leaf and steel.

















The results showed that the experimental values and the
certified values agreed well with each other.
Chapter Five
Conclusion To Part One
«
A highly sensitive and accurate method had been developed
for the analysis of arsenic and antimony via the HG-AAS
technique. The improvement in sensitivity was achieved simply by
reducing the size of the hydride generator. This permitted the
use of a much smaller carrier gas flow rate, leading subsequently
to a decrease in its dilution effect and an increase of residence
time in the atomiser. Both helped to boost up the sensitivity.
Table 19 revealed that the present method is superior to most of
the recently reported ones in terms of sensitivity.
Table 19: Comparision of some recently reported methods and this
work.
Author Absolute sensitivity Absolute detection limit

























The present work had also succeeded in developing a recipe
of masking ecient ,viz: a mixed solution of 57 (wv) thiourea and
10% (wv) ascorbic acid, which was effective for all the three
groups of interferents. The use of thiourea to mask interference
from hydride forming elements, and the use of ascorbic acid to
mask interference from ions with oxidising property did not
appear to have been reported previously.
The hydride generation kit was very simple and inexpensive.
It would also be applicable to other hydride forming elements
with the expected improvement in sensitivity.
Part Two
Analysis Of Indium Bv HS-AA.S
Chapter Six
Tnt rnrii irt i nn
Though the HG-AAS method had been shown to be highly
sensitive, its usefulness was limited by the fact that only eight
element had so far been induced to form covalent hydrides. Thus
it was desirable that its application could be extended to other
elements as wel1.
The elements of group(III B) was known to form covalent
hydrides and thus there was a chance of applying HG-AAS to this
group. Among this group, indium had assumed considerable
interest. Apart from being used as a dapping impurity in semi¬
conductors, it also found widespread use in the alloy industry.
Analysis of this element by HG-AAS, if applicable, would be ideal
for its determination at trace level.
Generation of indane (InH~) was difficult due to -its
instability. In fact, it could only be observed mass
spectroscopically in a fast flow system of indium vapour and
partially dissociated hydrogen. Tins indicated that the
gaseous indane was only capable of transient existence.
Nevertheless, such transient existence already made good for the
HG-AAS system, as long as its life span was long enough for it to
be flushed with the carrier gas into the atomiser. Thus in 1982,
d u• (44)
tsusneina reported on the observation of indium atomic
absorption signal following hydride generation. The indium
I
hydride was produced by addition of sodium borohydride to a
; solution of indium in 3 M HC1 and was flushed with argon gas into
ij
an electrically heated quartz tube. In 1984, Du Van(45 reported
, on observation of indium and thallium atomic absorption signal
subsequent to hydride generation. The hydrides were again
generated by reaction with NaBH in an aqueous medium in the
presence of an acid.
Nonetheless, the methods were not without problems. In
Bu.sheina's method, the sensitvity was low (characteristic mass=
0.3 tig) and signals had to be generated with solutions at a
concentration of 1000 ppm. this was far from ideal for trace
analysis. Furthermore, the conversion into indium hydride was
incomplete, because a black precipitate was produced on addition
of NaBH. Du Yan found that this precipitate could be decomposed
by addition of water. A gas was subsequently evolved which gave
absorption signal for indium. He obtained a better sensitivity of
0.13 tig by summing the absorption signal subsequent to addition
of NaBH. and those signal subsequent to decomposition of the
precipitate. However the procedure involved was tedious because
- i-t reqtttietf-Tepeared-in jection of water until no further signal
was observed. Although the sensitivity was improved, it was still
not satisfactory compared with those of the other hydride forming
elements, which were at the sub-nano-gram level.
Given the present stage of developement, there were stil
much room for improvement. It was for this reason that th
present project of analysing indium by HG-AAS was embarked. Witi
the high sensitivity of the hydride generating kit in thi5
laboratory, it was hoped that an improved analytical procedure




All experimental results were run on a Perkin Elmer Model
360 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer. The light source was a
Varian Techtron indium hollow cathode lamp operating at a lamp
current of 5 mA. The wavelength and slitwidth were set at 303.9
nm and 0.2 nm, respectively. The energy gain was set at 50. The
absorption signals were recorded by a recorder in the 10 mV
range.
The hydride generating accessory and the quartz tube
atomiser were essentially the same as that used for antimony and
arsenic, except that the hydride generator was now immersed in a
water bath at 60+5 °C.
A sketch of the water bath together with the hydride
generator was shown in Fig. 13. It consisted of a 50 ml beaker
fitted into the hollow cavity of an insulating case made of
styroform. Water at 60°C was poured into the beaker and filled to
halfheigh~firFarrbe showrTthat the drop or temperature of this
0
water bath upon standing for a 5-min period was less than 5 C.
The hydride generator containing the testing solution was
immersed into the warm water. A 1-min period was allowed for
temperature equilibration before analysis was made.










Fig. 13: Schematic Diagram Of The wr.f._...-• ':srs5
Hydride-Generator.
7.2) Reagents
All chemicals used, except otherwise stated, were analytical
grade reagents.
i An indium stock solution of 1000 ppm was prepared byI
dissolving 1 g of indium metal in the minimum amount of 6 M HC1
and diluted to 1 1 with 1% (vv) HC1. Indium standard solutions
of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, and 400 ppm, were
prepared from this stock solution by appropriate dilutions.
A 1% (wv) aqueous solution of NaBH and a 1% (wv) NaBH
solution in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) were freshly prepared
when use.
A 17o (wv) aqueous solution of ammonium pyrrolidine-1-
carbodithioate (APDC) solution was freshly prepared when use.
A non-aqueous solution of indium was prepared by solvent
extraction as follows:
To a 100 ml separation funnel, 10 ml of an aqueous solution
of 1000 ppm indium (III) was added. Then 7 ml of 1% APDC aqueouse
solution, 2 ml of acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer at pH 4.4,
and 20 ml of methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) were added. The
mixture was shaken for 15 min and the phases allowed to
separate. The organic phase was stored in an amber color glass
bottle to minimise any possibility of photochemical reaction. 1 ml
of this stock solution would contain 500 fig of indium.
A MIBK solution of 300 ppm In was prepared by appropriate
dilution of this stock solution with MIBK. An appropriate amount
of acetic acid was added to give the required acidity.
7.3) Procedure
A 0.5 ml aliquot of the testing solution was pippetted into
the vial. It was then capped, immersed into the water bath and
allowed to stand for 1 min. Meanwhile, the carrier gas flow was
turned on to flush the vial at a flow rate of 0.20 1min. Then
0.5 ml of 1% (wv) NaBH solution (aqueous or in DMF) was
injected into the vial with a glass syringe. The subsequent
signal was recorded, after which the vial was uncapped and the
solution poured off. It was rinsed with distilled water (or
acetone) for at least three times and dried before the next
sample was analysed. For each sample, at least three readings
were recorded and averaged.
Chapter Eight
Results and Discussion
8.1) The reaction between indium(III) and sodium borohydride
Literature information on the reaction between indium
(III) and sodium borohydride could hardly be found. Although both
Busheina and Du Yan had found that a black precipitate
was formed after the reaction, their interpretation on the nature
of the precipitate was not the same. .Nonetheless, this
precipitate caused difficulties to both workers. Thus the former
complained of incomplete conversion to indium hydride due to
formation of the precipitate while the latter had to adopt a
tedious procedure of repeated water injection to decompose the
precipitate to give additional signals. Thus it seemed desirable
that the indium signal should be generated in the absence of
precipitation.
A study had been conducted on the effect of sample volume
and sample concentration on the reaction between In(III) anc
sodium borohydride in an aqueous medium. The reaction was carriec
out by injection of 0.5 ml Of 1% (wv) NaBH solution into the
testing soutions. The acidity was kept at 0.25 M HC1 _and the
temperature was maintained at 65°C. The results were summarised
in Table 20.
Table 20: Effect of sample volume and sample concentration on
the In(111)- NaBH. reaction.




































Observations upon additin of NaBH.:
A: Solution showed a blue coloration which faded rapidly. No
precipitate was formed.
B: There was evolution of gas bubbles from the solution which
t
presisted for more than one minute. No blue color nor precipitate
was formed.
C: Solution remained clear and colorless.
The results indicated that different observations were
recorded for sample volumes of 20, 100, and 500 jjI. The
observations were similar for sample.volumes_of_ 500_, 750, and
1000 jjl. For a given sample volume, the observations were the
same over the range of concentrations studied.
Though the mechanism cf the reactions were not clear, one
important point had revealed itself, i.e. no precipitate was
formed when the reaction was carried out under the stipulated
conditions. Thus it was possible to generate the indium signal
without any precipitation.
!8.2) Optimisation of the indium signal
The experimental conditions to give the optimal signal
were investigated by a strategy similar to that employed in part
one, i.e. effects of an experimental parameter was studied by
varying its values while keeping all the others constant. Except
otherwise stated, the concentration of the indium test solution
was 300 ppm and the sample volume used was 500 ul. All the
results reported were obtained under the optimised conditions,
except for the parameter under studied.
•Most of the results were similar to those in Part One. viz.:
1) Preconditioning of the atomiser by soaking in 38% HF for
45 min produced a marked increase in sensitivity.
2) The sensitivity was dependent on the atomiser
temperature. Useful indium signals were obtained at
temperatures above 500°C and reaching a maximum at
about T8CTJ°C7~~~~
3) The indium signal increased with increase in sodium
borohydride concentration and reached a maximum at a
concentration of 1% (wv).
4) The signal decreased rapidly with an increasing carrier
gas flow, but when the carrier gas flow was too low,
ignition of hydrogen occurred in the atomiser.
5) The variation of the size of the hydride generator within
a narrow range (4.01 ml- 8.62 ml) was again found to
have negligible effect on the signal magnitude.
Three factors worthed more detailed discussions: they were
the sample volume, the reaction temperature, and the acid
concentration.
a) The effect of sample volume
Both Busheina and Du Yan had noted that the indium
signal was dependent on the sample volume. Both reported that the
signal decreased when the sample volume was increased. The study
in the previuos section also indicated that the sample volume
might affect the way in which ind 1 urn (III) reacted with NaBH.
Thus it appeared that the sample volume was a very important
controlling factor and deserved more detailed investigations.
A study was- presently made on the effect of sample volume on
the precision and sensitivtiy of the analysis. The study was
carried out by measuring ten replicate absorbances from a 300 ppm
indium solution at the given sample volume. The precision was
measured by the standard deviation of these ten measurements
while the sensitivity was measured by the ratio of the average
absorbance to the absolute amount of indium used. The results
were listed in Table 21.
Table 21_: Effect of sample volume on the precision and
































Peaks were erratic, the precision and sensitivity could not be
assessed.
It was observed that individual indium signal consisted of a
single sharp peak except when the sample volumes were larger than
500 JjI. In those cases, the signals were consisted of multiple
peaks which were irreproducible in shape and height.
___ JCheuresiilts _showed thatr_ the .precision improved upon
increasing the sample volume up to 500 ul but deteriorated
rapidly beyond this value. The sensitivity, on the other hand,
decreased on increasing the sample volume. As results might be
rendered meaningless if the fluctuations between replicate
measurements was too large, a sample volume of 500 jjI was chosen
as the optimal volume, which offered the best precision at the
expense of losing some of the sensitivity.
b) The effect of acid concentration
The study in Part One had already revealed that the acid
concentration had an influence on the hydride forming reaction.
We thus carried out a similar study on the effect of acid
concentration on the indium signal. The results were shown in
Table 22.
Table 22: Effect of acid concentration on indium signal
















Fig. 14 was a graphical display of the data. The results
showed that the indium signal was markedly dependent on the acid
concentration. It initially increased with increasing acid
concentration, but dropped rapidly when the acid concentration
Fig. 14: Effect Of HC1 Concentration On The Absorbance
Of In.
increased beyond 0.25 M. The decrease was thought to be caused by
decomposition of indane at high acid concentration. Based on such
information, an acid concentration of 0.25 M HC1 was chosen as
the optimal value.
!C) The effect of reaction temperature
(45) n
Du Yanv had reported that the indium signal at 60+5 C was
about twice that at room temperature. This pointed to a need to
investigate the effect of reaction temperature on the magnitude
of the indium signal. Results of this study was shown in Table
23. Fig. 15 was a plot of the data.




















The results indicated that the signal initially increased
with a rise in temperature but started to drop when the
Fig. 15: Effect Of Reaction Temperature On The Absorbance
Of In.
temperature was higher than 60°C. The increase in signal was
probably due to a faster rate of formation of indium hydride. The
drop in signal at higher temperatures was presumably due to the
fact that at such high temperatures, the rate of decomposition of
of the indium hydride inside the hydride generator became more
important in determining the signal magnitude. A reaction
temperature of 60°C was chosen to be the optimal reaction
temperature as it gave the highest indium signal.
8.3) Summary of the optimal values of various experimental
parameters
Table 24 summarised the optimal values of the various
experimantal conditions for indium analysis via HG-AAS.
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8.4) Characteristics of calibration curve
Table 25 showed the data for the calibration curve for
indium. Fig. 16 was the calibration curve.
Table 25: Calibration curve for indium.





























Intercept on Y-axis: 0.025
Sensitivity (ppm): 2.20
Absolute sensitivity (pg): 1.10
Linear'range (ppm): 0- 350
Correlation coefficient: 0.9977
The sensitivtiy was defined as the concentration of the
analyte solution needed to produce an aDSorbance of 0.0044. This
Fig. 16: Calibration Curve For The Determination Of In.
Absordance
was equivalent to a 1% decrease in the transmitted radiation.
Mathematically, this was expressed as 0.0044m where m was the
slope of the calibration curve. Since the sample volume used was
0.50 ml, the sensitivity so obtained was numerically equal to
twice the absolute sensitivtiy.
8.5) Detection limit
The detection limit was defined as the lowest concentration
of an analyte solution which gave an absorbance equal to twice
the standard deviation of ten replicate measurements at the blank
level. Mathematically, this was given by the expression 2dm
where d was the aforementioned standard deviation and m was the
slope of the calibration curve. Since the sample volume used was
0.5 ml, the detection limit so obtained was numerically equal to
twice the absolute detection limit. Table 26 showed the results
of this study.
Table 26: Detection limit study for indium.
Average of ten replicate absorbance: 0.033
Standard deviation: 0.006
Slope of calibration curve: 0.002
Detection limit (ppm): 6
Absolute detection limit (pg): 3
8.6) Attempts to improve the sensitivity
Comparasion of the presently attained sensitivity and•
detection limit for indium with those for other hydride forming
elements would show that it was far from satisfactory. Attempts
were thus made to further improve the sensitivtiy. The rationale
behind each attempt and the corresponding results were discussed
in the following paragraphs:
a) Addition of an oxidising agent
The low sensitivity was apparently due to the low conversion
efficiency of indium hydride. One suspected cause for this was
the existence of a side reaction between indium(III) and NaBH,





The In(I) was unstable in solution and might further react
to give other unwanted products. If such was the case, addition
of an oxidising agent might help to stabilise the higher
oxidation state and subsequently boost up the conversion
efficiency. In fact, a similar strategy had been successfully
used to boost up the conversion efficiency of Pb(II) in solution
to PbH4,'42)
Three oxidising agents had been studied, they were potassium
dichromate, hydrogen peroxide, and sodium persulfate. Results.
were shown in Table 97.
Table 27: Effect of addition of oxidising agent.
K2Cr207 h2o. NaSpOg





































' Conc. of Ho02 in %(wv)
The results showed that none of the oxidising agents studied
were effective. In fact they all showed a suppressive effect on
the sensitivity, probably due to the preferential consumption of
NaBH. by these oxidising agents. Thus this attempt turned out to
be futile.
b) Generation of indium hydride in aprotic medium
During the study of the effect of acid concentration on the
indium signal, it had been shown that the indium signal decreased
rapidly when the acid concentration increased beyond C.25 M. It
was suspected that this was due to the decomposition of the
indium hydride in the presence of the acid:
This was a highly probable reaction due to the exceptional
instability of InH. Extending this reasoning, it was suspected
that any proton donating species, like water, might also react
with InHg in a similar manner.
If the above assumption was correct, then generating indane
in a aprotic medium might help to improve the sensitivity.
Indium could be conveniently extracted into MIBK, an
aprotic solvent, as an APDC complex. Furthermore Aznarezv' had
repoted that a non-aqueous solution of NaBH could be prepared by
dissolving it in DMF. It was presently found that such a solution
was very turbid. Trial With dimethyl sulfoxide also failed to
achieve complete dissolution. As such, the present study chose to
work with an unfiltered solution of% (wv) NaBH in DMF. The
-acrdtty ~trf the non-aqueous medTunTwas controlled by~adding an
appropriate amount of acetic acid, which was found to be miscible
with MIBK. The results of this study were shown in Table 28.
Table 28: generation of indane from aprotic medium
Reaction conditions:
1) Indium conc.= 300 jjgml
2) Sample volume= 500 ul



















Practically no discernable signal could be generated from
such solutions. Hence this attempt once again failed.
c) Generation of indane from a quasi-aprotic medium
The failure of the second attempt might be due to the fact
that upon complexing with APDC, the indium was rendered inactive i• v
with respect to hydride formation. A solvent was now seeked in
which indium could exist in the form of free ions and at the same
time indane decomposition by proton donating species could be
minimised. It was found that a mixture of DMF and water in
various proportion furnished a suitable system for this study.
This pair was found to be miscible up to a volume ratio of
HODMF= 4060. Moreover In(III) ions at a concentration of 300
jigml remained soluble in this range of volume ratio. Results of
this study were shown in Table 29.
















The results showed that, in contrast to what was expected,
the indium signal deteriorated with increasing proportion of DMF
in the reaction medium. This third attempt again turned to no
avail.
Chapter Nine
Conclusion To Part Two
Indium atomic absorption signal had been obtained through
hydride generation. The indium hydride was generated by addition
of NaBH to an aqueous solution of In (111) in the presence of an
acid. It was also demonstrated that indium hydride could be
generated without any accompanying precipitation. However the
sensitivity of the present method was poor compared with those of
the other hydride forming elements and was not suitable for
trace analysis. Nonetheless the linear range of the present
method (0-350 ppm) was larger than that of conventional flame
AAS (15-60 ppm)(53t
The poor sensitivity was presumably due to the poor
conversion efficiency of indium hydride. Attempts to improve the
sensitivity by addition of oxidising agents, by employing a non¬
aqueous aprotic phase (MIBK) as well as a quasi-aprotic phase
(mixture of water and DMFj as the reaction medium all proved to
be futile.
There seems to be a long way to go before HG-AAS could
become a routine procedure for trace analysis of indium. At
present, the most urgent need is an understanding of the reaction
between NaBH. and In(III). Such insight is of much help for
devising means to boost up the sensitivity. Reducing agents other
than NaBH might also be tested.
Finally, if the hydride generation reation proved to be
thermodynamically unfavorable for indium, then other means of
generating volatile indium compounds should be explored. One
promising reaction would be the formation of volatile complex
between indium and fluorinated acetylacetones.
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